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Cited by the L.A. Weekly as "the culture's foremost spokesman for the psychedelic experience,"

Terrence McKenna is an underground legend as a brilliant raconteur, adventurer, and expert on the

experiential use of mind-altering plants.In these essays, interviews, and narrative adventures,

McKenna takes us on a mesmerizing journey deep into the  as well as into the hidden recesses of

the human psyche and the outer limits of our culture, giving us startling visions of the past and

future.
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I just recently finished this book, and i can say it has been one of the most profound pieces of

literature i've ever had the pleasure of reading. The topics explored in the book (which are, i might

add, VERY extensively explored) ask the reader to look outside of the narrow field of spiritual and

philosophical vision that constitutes our cultural typic, and question things one might not have ever

thought of questioning. McKenna seems very frank and straightforward through the whole book, not

dancing around subjects or refraining from certain phrases that some would be self-concious to use

(ie. get loaded). Instead of seeming to be written exclusively for futuristic scientists with an affinity

for psychedelic drugs, the book seems to be aimed at the much wider crowd of anyone with an

open mind and a vocabulary. The ideas described vary in topic from UFO abductions to a 15th

century manuscript, and everything in between. most of the chapters have some common thread

connecting them, the only exception being "The Voynich Manuscript." im not really sure where he



was going with this chapter in relation to the rest of the book, but its interesting nonetheless.

anyway, the book is nothing but a collection of speeches, essays, interviews, etc conducted by him

over the years, and is really meant to be an introduction to his philosophy. His other books: The I

Ching, and Food of the Gods, though i havent' read them, have been reviewed to be much more

technically worded, hard to read, and aimed at students of mathematics and

anthropology/ethnobotany. The Archaic Revival is more or less easy to comprehend, but he does

use some terms over and over again that the average person wouldn't know (ie.

first I would like to quote Tim Leary from his skymaster speech "Terence Mckenna means a great

deal to me, he's deffinently one of the 5, 6 most impotant people on the planet......I can't even think

of any others....lol....(short term memory loss)...by the way the role Terence is playing right now

takes not only vision but it also takes f***ing courage!"Terence Mckenna is not just a scientist,

philosopher, theorist, new age thinker, and shamman, he is someone who took it upon himself, at

the cost of his own life, to teach humankind the truth, or something that came closer to truth than

any other intellectual or prophet in human history. No one else of the 60's generation will likely go

down in history as infamously as Terence will in the changing times we live in and will continue to

change. Through the use of psychedelics, Mckenna has delved into the deepest levels of human

consciousness and with the rigour and skepticism of a scientist. Deffinently a chalenge to those who

think mind altering drugs dullen or stupify the intellect. Terence Mckennas intellect and thought

processing speed capacity appear to have been accelerated by his use of DMT and psylocybin if

you listen to him on interviews. Here is a person came into the world, underwhent formal schooling

and academic training and managed to decondition himself evolving into genuine spiritual domains;

surpassing the academic minds and spiritual models of his time and culture. Time-Wave Zero was

his project, Novelty Theory his lifes work. Archaic Revival touches upon the ideas of novelty theory

in relation to shammanism and extratterestrials, psychedelics and human cultural evolution into the

surreal dimensions of hyperspace-spirituality. This is our future, our destiny as a species of absolute

evolving consciousness.
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